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Recommendation ITU-T X.1377 

Guidelines for an intrusion prevention system for connected vehicles 

 

 

 

Summary 

Recommendation ITU-T X.1377 establishes guidelines for an intrusion prevention system (IPS) for 

connected vehicles. This Recommendation mainly focuses on aspects of active response capability for 

intrusion and includes the implementation guidance and use cases of IPS for connected vehicles. 

Prior in-vehicle intrusion detection systems (IDSs) have limitations, e.g., requiring too many 

computing resources that a vehicle cannot provide and being unable to mitigate intrusions due to 

characteristics of protocol and bus topology. To overcome these limitations of conventional in-vehicle 

IDSs, this Recommendation provides methodologies for both intrusion detection and intrusion 

prevention. The proposed IPS consists of the intrusion detection plane – an external component with 

intrusion detection algorithms – and the data plane – in-vehicle networks (IVNs) where traffic 

monitoring and active response happen. This Recommendation aims to protect (automotive) Ethernet-

based IVNs. 
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1377 

Guidelines for an intrusion prevention system for connected vehicles 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation establishes guidelines for an intrusion prevention system (IPS) for connected 

vehicles. This Recommendation mainly focuses on aspects of active response capability for intrusion 

and includes implementation guidance and use cases of IPS for connected vehicles. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T X.1371] Recommendation ITU-T X.1371 (2020), Security Threats to Connected 

Vehicles. 

[ITU-T X.1375] Recommendation ITU-T X.1375 (2020), Guidelines for an Intrusion Detection 

System for in-Vehicle Networks. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 availability [b-ITU-T X.800]: The property of being accessible and useable upon demand by 

an authorized entity. 

3.1.2 confidentiality [b-ITU-T X.800]: The property that information is not made available or 

disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes.  

3.1.3 data integrity [b-ITU-T X.800]: The property that data has not been altered or destroyed in 

an unauthorized manner. 

3.1.4 flow [b-IETF RFC 5101]: A set of IP packets passing an observation point in the network 

during a certain time interval. All packets belonging to a particular flow have a set of common 

properties. Each property is defined as the result of applying a function to the values of: 

1) One or more packet header fields (e.g., destination IP address), transport header fields (e.g., 

destination port number), or application header fields (e.g., RTP header fields) 

2) One or more characteristics of the packet itself (e.g., number of MPLS labels, etc.) 

3.1.5 intrusion detection and prevention system (IDPS) [b-ISO/IEC 27039]: Intrusion detection 

system (IDS) and intrusion prevention system (IPS) software applications or appliances that monitor 

systems for malicious activities, where IDS focus is to only alert on the discovery of such activity 

while IPS has the potential to prevent some intrusions upon detection. 

3.1.6 switch [b-ITU-T E.417]: Device that dynamically interconnects physical or virtual links to 

form a connection for information transfer. 
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3.1.7 threat [b-ISO/IEC 27000]: Potential cause of an unwanted incident, which may result in 

harm to a system or organization. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms: 

3.2.1 external component: A software application, firmware or appliance that operates outside a 

vehicle for in-vehicle intrusion detection and prevention, including: 

– external switch controller; 

– intrusion detection algorithm and configurations; 

– intrusion detection system and database storage for storing detection results; 

– infrastructure to maintain vehicle-to-infrastructure communications when connected vehicles 

are moving. 

3.2.2 flow entry: An element in a flow table used to describe a flow, corresponding instruction, 

and additional information that consists of the following fields: match, instruction, priority, timeout, 

packet counter and byte counter. 

3.2.3 flow table: A set of flow entries. 

3.2.4 programmable switch: A managed switch that handles incoming packets by referring to a 

built-in flow table. 

3.2.5 switch controller: An external component that monitors and manages flow entries for 

programmable switches. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance System 

AVTP Audio Video Transport Protocol 

CAN Controller Area Network 

DoIP Diagnostic over Internet Protocol 

ECU Electronic Control Unit 

EMS Engine Management System 

ID Identifier 

IDPS Intrusion Detection and Prevention System 

IDS Intrusion Detection System 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPS Intrusion Prevention System 

IVN In-Vehicle Network 

MAC Media Access Control 

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching 

OBD-II On-Board Diagnostics-II 

RADAR Radio Detection And Range 

RSU Roadside Unit 
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RTP Real-Time Transport Protocol 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TCU Telematics Control Unit 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

V2I Vehicle to Infrastructure 

V2X Vehicle to everything 

5 Conventions 

None. 

6 Security threats on connected vehicle environment 

6.1 Attack surface 

With the evolution of intelligent transportation systems, connectivity, and computerized automotive 

technology, connected vehicles are exposed to various security threats. Attack surfaces have grown 

because of the convenience features of various devices. Diverse threats to connected vehicles may 

give an attacker access to a target electronic control unit (ECU). General security threats related to 

connected vehicles are listed in clause 7 of [ITU-T X.1371]. In addition, identified threats to in-

vehicle networks (IVNs) that are based on a controller area network (CAN) are discussed in clause 7 

of [ITU-T X.1375]. 

Figure 1 shows the overall attack surface for connected vehicles. This Recommendation considers 

that the primary goal of an attacker is to transmit messages (e.g., CAN messages, Ethernet frames, 

Internet protocol (IP) packets or transmission control protocol (TCP) segments) to a target ECU to 

breach confidentiality, data integrity or availability. To this end, the attacker can access the target in-

vehicle ECU via one of the following attack paths: 

– remote interface e.g., a vehicle-to-everything (V2X) modem, Bluetooth, wireless fidelity, 

dedicated short-range communications; 

– physical interface e.g., an on-board diagnostics-II (OBD-II) port, universal serial bus (USB) 

to Ethernet adapter, USB flash drive; 

– compromised ECU e.g., a vulnerable infotainment system, sensor operated by malicious 

firmware. 
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Figure 1 – Overall attack surface for connected vehicles 

6.2 Malicious behaviour in in-vehicle networks 

In this clause, network-level malicious behaviour, which need to be detected by the proposed IPS for 

connected vehicles is discussed. Malicious behaviour can consist of intrusions, i.e., transmitting 

unauthorized spoofing messages. As a result of malicious behaviour, flows that did not exist before 

can occur. Otherwise, the statistics of the existing flow changes. Clauses 6.2.1 to 6.2.5 provide 

examples of malicious behaviour in Ethernet-based IVNs. 

6.2.1 Identification of target electronic control units 

The first malicious behaviour right after gaining access to IVNs can be the identification of target 

ECUs. To this end, the attacker can transmit broadcast messages, ping requests, etc. to all reachable 

ECUs. This behaviour may not breach confidentiality, data integrity or availability; however, the 

behaviour needs to be considered and detected because it is a proof that an attacker has access to the 

connected vehicle. 

6.2.2 Port scanning or service discovery 

An attacker can conduct a TCP or user datagram protocol (UDP) port scanning or a service discovery 

on a specific ECU. In addition, an attacker may also trigger an OBD function to acquire additional 

information, available services and the status of an ECU. Through malicious behaviour, unintended 

information can be shared or leaked. 

6.2.3 Denial of service attack 

To breach availability, an attacker can conduct a denial of service attack via the following methods:  

– transmitting malformed application data; 

– performing a TCP SYN (SYN is a message in TCP handshake) flooding attack; 

– establishing multiple sessions in a short time; 

– transmitting a single huge payload to cause network bottleneck. 

6.2.4 Command injection and spoofing attack 

An attacker can attack by command injection with well-crafted payloads. As a result, the attack can 

breach confidentiality and data integrity as follows: 
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– Confidentiality e.g., by acquiring recent driving logs, current geolocation, driving speed and 

phonebook or message entries in an infotainment system. 

– Data integrity e.g., by controlling an advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) and 

convenient features such as heating, ventilation and air-conditioning. 

6.2.5 Malicious behaviour related to controller area network buses 

A CAN-based IVN is expected to remain in connected vehicles for time-critical legacy applications, 

such as the powertrain system and OBD-II. A gateway needs to be installed to support 

communications with ECUs over a heterogeneous network. The gateway translates a CAN message 

to an Ethernet frame and vice versa. For example, in Ethernet-based IVNs, the gateway can represent 

a CAN message with an audio video transport protocol (AVTP) packet. 

As discussed in [ITU-T X.1375], an attacker who has access to CAN-based IVNs can inject arbitrary 

messages to take control of the target connected vehicle. Since the gateway continuously translates 

CAN messages, flows can be affected by attacks that occur on the CAN bus. 

7 Architecture of intrusion prevention system 

7.1 Overview 

This clause specifies the IPS architecture consisting of the data, control and detection planes (see 

Figure 2). The data plane represents IVNs where the IPS is designed to protect against various security 

threats to connected vehicles. The control plane maintains a connection between those for data and 

detection planes. The detection plane identifies intrusions occurring on the data plane (i.e., IVNs of 

connected vehicles). 

 

Figure 2 – Intrusion prevention system for connected vehicles 
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7.1.1 Data plane 

In the data plane, each connected vehicle contains its own IVN. The IPS monitors, analyses, and 

manages all in-vehicle traffic. Connected vehicles are connected to the external control plane via V2X 

communications while in motion. To protect IVNs using an external IDS, the data plane transmits 

information about in-vehicle traffic to the control plane. Specifically, an in-vehicle programmable 

switch (discussed in clauses 7.2 and 7.3) monitors potential intrusions and abnormal CAN traffic. 

The data plane can also respond to an identified intrusion, e.g., by dropping the attack traffic. 

7.1.2 Control plane 

The control plane maintains connections with multiple connected vehicles and external IDSs. The 

switch controller translates messages between connected vehicles and external IDSs. Multiple switch 

controllers can be harmonized for distributed computing. 

7.1.3 Detection plane 

The detection plane consists of an external IDS and a database containing detection reports which 

can be used for post-analysis of intrusions within IVNs. 

An external IDS gathers in-vehicle traffic information from the control plane and determines there is 

an intrusion. The external IDS stores information about any attack detected in the database so that an 

expert can further analyse it, identify the root cause,C and prepare a corresponding remedy. 

To block an identified intrusion, the external IDS prepares a command for a particular packet header 

of identified traffic. The command is sent to the control plane, then the switch controller translates 

and delivers the command to a designated vehicle. 

7.2 Topological structure of an in-vehicle network 

Figure 3 depicts a configuration of an IVN composed of a vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) modem, 

various ECUs, in-vehicle programmable switches and a gateway. Each Ethernet-based ECU is 

connected to an in-vehicle programmable switch directly. Thus, all in-vehicle traffic is transmitted 

over one or more switches to reach to its destination. This characteristic of an Ethernet-based IVN 

allows programmable switches to monitor or manage in-vehicle traffic. 

The CAN bus is utilized for limited legacy and low data rate applications, such as powertrain systems. 

The gateway between the Ethernet and CAN bus translates one to another type of message or packet. 

Consequently, an in-vehicle programmable switch can monitor potential abnormal CAN traffic. 

The components are listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 3 – Configuration of an in-vehicle network and programmable switches 

Table 1 – In-vehicle network components in connected vehicles 

Component Features 

Programmable 

switch 

A programmable packet-forwarding device. Each switch has at least one flow table that 

can be managed by an external switch controller. The flow table is a set of flow entries. 

The switch forwards traffic based on its flow table 

V2I modem 

A wireless interface device used for V2I communication for navigation systems with 

the intelligent transport systems, user content transfer and over-the-air updates. 

Furthermore, the modem transmits and receives control messages between the external 

switch controller and in-vehicle programmable switches 

Gateway Translates a CAN message to an Ethernet frame and vice versa 

ECU 

Any of the sensors, infotainment devices and comfort devices, like a power-operated 

window. This device can be targeted for attack. Additionally, a compromised ECU can 

be an attack node 

CAN bus 
Provides message transmission over traditional applications that require deterministic 

latency and message prioritization 

OBD-II port An access point to the IVN for vehicle diagnosis 

7.3 In-vehicle programmable switch 

7.3.1 Flow table and flow entry 

A flow table in an in-vehicle programmable switch contains flow entries. The external switch 

controller manages the flow table by adding, modifying, or removing flow entries. 

A flow entry consists of the following fields: 

– Match: A set of combinations of packet header and value used to specify inbound packets. 

For example, the match field "ip.src==10.0.0.5 and udp.src==3000" is used to identify all 

packets from the IP address 10.0.0.5 and the UDP port 3000. 

– Priority: Determines which flow entry is examined first. 
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– Counter: Consists of a packet counter and a byte counter. A packet counter contains the 

number of matched packets. A byte counter contains the sum of the packet size of the matched 

packets. 

– Instruction: Determines how an in-vehicle programmable switch handles matched packets. 

The instruction can be one of the following: forward to a physical port; forward to the external 

switch controller; forward to all ports (i.e., broadcast); forward to a group (i.e., multicast for 

audio/video bridging); drop; and a list of those instructions. 

– Timeout: Is optional and applied to flow entries to prevent them occupying switch memory 

indefinitely. A soft timeout is calculated after the last matched packet and a hard timeout is 

calculated after the first installation of the corresponding flow entry. 

– Cookie: Is optional and can contain any values determined by the external switch controller.  

7.3.2 Flow table lookup procedure 

The in-vehicle programmable switch looks up a flow table for every inbound packet. The flow table 

lookup procedure examines all flow entries one by one, according to their priority. For each flow 

entry, the flow table lookup procedure refers to the match field and examines a given inbound packet. 

If the table lookup procedure finds an existing flow entry that matches the inbound packet: the packet 

counter and byte counter increase; an instruction is executed for the packet; and the procedure stops 

the flow table lookup. A general instruction is to forward a benign packet to a designated port (or 

drop a suspicious packet). 

7.3.3 Table miss 

An in-vehicle programmable switch cannot process inbound packets when a flow table is empty, or 

a corresponding flow entry is not installed. The term "table miss" represents the situation when the 

flow table lookup procedure cannot find any flow entry (except a table miss entry) for a given packet. 

The table miss is handled by a flow entry, called a "table miss entry". The table miss entry is designed 

to notify inbound packets to the switch controller. The values of the table miss entry are detailed in 

Table 2. 

Table 2 – Values of a table miss entry 

Field Value Description 

Match * (ANY) The table miss entry needs to handle any packets 

Priority Lowest The table miss entry needs to be examined last 

Instruction 
Forward to the switch 

controller 

An in-vehicle programmable switch sends an unknown packet 

to the switch controller 

Timeout 
idle_timeout == None and 

hard_timeout == None 
The table miss entry has not expired 

7.3.4 Communication with switch controller 

An in-vehicle programmable switch needs to communicate with a switch controller to notify an event 

and receive a new flow entry. The communication is especially important, since in-vehicle 

programmable switches do not make any decision about packet processing. In other words, an in-

vehicle programmable switch does not modify its flow table itself. 

To implement the proposed IPS, in-vehicle programmable switches and external switch controllers 

need to support the message types listed in Table 3. A switch controller can distinguish an in-vehicle 

programmable switch using a switch identifier (ID). 

The packet-in message occurs when an in-vehicle programmable switch executes the "forward to the 

switch controller" instruction. In many cases, a packet-in event is a table miss event. The switch 
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controller can identify the table miss event by checking whether the flow entry in the parameter is a 

table miss entry or not. To address the table miss event, the switch controller needs to build an 

appropriate flow entry with the instruction to "forward to a physical port". The switch controller then 

sends a packet-out message to manipulate a flow table of an in-vehicle programmable switch. 

The messages are used to detect intrusion occurring in IVNs. The event-driven detection 

(clause 9.2.1) and deep packet inspection (clause 9.2.3) mainly depend on packet-in messages. The 

data-driven detection (clause 9.2.2) mainly depends on query and response flow table messages. 

Table 3 – List of messages between an in-vehicle programmable switch 

and a switch controller 

Message 

type 
Direction Parameter(s) Description 

Hello 
Switch→ 

Controller 
Switch ID The switch is online 

Packet-in 
Switch→ 

Controller 

Switch ID, 

a flow entry, 

a packet 

The controller receives a packet from the switch 

Packet-out Controller→ 

Switch 

Switch ID, 

a flow entry, 

a packet 

(optional) 

The controller sends a flow entry to the switch to install 

or modify it in or remove it from the flow table of the 

switch. 

If a packet is given, the packet is processed at the switch 

after setting up the flow entry 

Flow 

removed 

Switch→ 

Controller 

Switch ID, 

a flow entry, 

a reason 

An existing flow entry is removed. The reason is either 

an idle timeout or a hard timeout 

Link status 

changed 

Switch→ 

Controller 

Switch ID, 

Ethernet port 

No., is_active 

A physical link status is changed. 

The parameter "is_active" indicates whether the 

corresponding port has become active or inactive 

Query flow 

table 

Controller→ 

Switch 
Switch ID The controller requests a flow table (i.e., flow entries) 

Response 

flow table 

Switch→ 

Controller 

Switch ID, 

list of flow 

entries 

The switch sends a flow table to the controller in 

response to the request 

Bye 
Switch→ 

Controller 
Switch ID The switch is shutting down 

7.4 External intrusion detection system in the detection plane 

The in-vehicle programmable switch communicates with the IDS in the detection plane through the 

external switch controller. After collecting traffic from many vehicles, the IDS decides whether a 

flow captured in a specific connected vehicle is harmful. 

In this Recommendation, it is emphasized that the IDS is placed on the cloud platform. This 

characteristic contrasts to the in-vehicle IDS, which is mainly discussed in [ITU-T X.1375], in which 

an IDS operates in a vehicle. The external IDS allows dynamic addition, reconfiguration, or 

revocation of detection algorithms. Such updates are applied immediately and do not need to be 

deployed in vehicles. It allows algorithms to be updated anytime regardless of the status of connected 

vehicles; neither a physical access nor an over-the-air security update is needed. It is useful especially 

when vehicles have new functions or even when new patterns of attack arise. 

Detection algorithms are executed outside connected vehicles. Hence, it is not required to consider 

the computational performance of connected vehicles. 
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The detection algorithm can aggregate traffic information from numbers of managed connected 

vehicles. For example, when an ambiguous flow is captured from a vehicle, traditional approaches 

face problems in deciding to alert, which could give rise to a false alarm. If a decision maker observes 

similar flows from many other vehicles, the detection result can be more precise. 

8 External intrusion detection system 

This clause covers two intrusion detection functions, namely of the remote and collaborative types. 

The proposed IPS provides the following functions for detecting in-vehicle intrusions: 

1) remote detection – from an external backend server; 

2) collaborative detection – by collaboration of more than one external backend server. 

8.1 Remote detection 

Remote detection is a basic function for detecting in-vehicle intrusion, assisted by an IDS installed 

outside connected vehicles. The remote detection function allows any complex detection model (such 

as deep-learning-assisted artificial intelligence methods) to be considered to build an intrusion 

detection model. 

Figure 4 depicts an external IDS and connected vehicles that communicate with each other over a 

control plane. Note that the control plane abstracts all connections between an external IDS and each 

connected vehicle. Specifically, a switch controller (located in the control plane, see Figure 2) 

maintains connections with the suitable vehicles and receiving events from in-vehicle programmable 

switches. The switch controller is the only component that the external IDS communicates with. Thus, 

the external IDS can focus on detecting intrusions. 

Figure 4 also depicts the following three advantages of remote detection. First, parameters can be 

updated for intrusion detection algorithms anytime regardless of vehicle location and status. Second, 

the complex algorithm indicates that the external IDS can rely on a deep-learning model or intrusion 

detection algorithm that requires a lot of computing power. Finally, accurate detection means the 

external IDS has the advantage of identifying a stealthy attack by analysing traffic from a macro 

perspective. It is possible because the external IDS observes multiple vehicles simultaneously. Rich 

records and statistics captured from neighbouring vehicles can help reduce detection errors for 

obscure footprints caused by an intrusion and allow for more accurate intrusion detection. 

 

Figure 4 – External intrusion detection system and its characteristics 
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8.2 Collaborative detection 

On the detection plane, multiple IDSs can be deployed and cooperate simultaneously. Depending on 

the situation, the following detection strategies can be prepared: 

– Each IDS takes charge of a specific protocol. For example, IDS 1, IDS 2, and IDS 3 can be 

deployed to examine secure shell packets, AVTP packets and diagnostic over Internet 

protocol (DoIP) packets, respectively; or 

– Multiple IDSs receive the same traffic information and calculate their own detection 

algorithm. 

Given the same input, the multiple IDSs could return different detection results. For example, 

Figure 5 assumes a situation that two of the three IDSs detect malicious activities. The final decision 

is made using an ensemble detection, which is a method that decision is made by a majority vote. 

 

Figure 5 – Multiple external intrusion detection systems for hybrid detection 

9 Implementation guidelines for intrusion prevention systems 

9.1 Overall procedure for the intrusion prevention system 

As shown in Figure 6, the overall intrusion prevention procedure works as follows: 

(1) Attack on vehicles: An intrusion happens at a connected vehicle. Attacks can occur from 

inside or outside. For example, a compromised ECU can inject malicious packets into IVNs 

directly. Also, nearby threats can access a target connected vehicle via the Internet or V2X 

communications. 

(2) Gather traffic information: Information about incoming traffic (from inside or outside) is 

collected by an in-vehicle programmable switch and then sent to the control plane (i.e., the 

external switch controller discussed in clause 7.1.2). The switch controller forwards the 

information to the external IDS. 
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(3) Intrusion detection: The external IDS examines in-vehicle traffic by using various detection 

methodologies. If the IDS detects the intrusion, the IDS reports the attack information to the 

control plane. 

(4) Deploying an action: The switch controller creates a new flow entry to block a flow 

identified as intrusion based on the report from the external IDS. The switch controller then 

sends the flow entry to the connected vehicle under attack. 

(5) Intrusion prevention: After receiving a new flow entry from the control plane, the in-vehicle 

programmable switch applies the action immediately. Thus, any traffic is blocked according 

to the flow entry. 

 

Figure 6 – Illustration of the intrusion prevention procedure 

9.2 Methodology of intrusion detection in an intrusion prevention system 

The IPS can handle event, data (flow statistics), and raw packet payload as input of external IDSs. 

Consequently, three types of intrusion detection method are available on the proposed IPS: 1) event-

driven; 2) data driven; and 3) payload based. An IDS may utilize either a single or multiple 

methodologies, as necessary. 
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9.2.1 Event-driven detection 

The event-driven detection method detects in-vehicle attacks based on triggered events, e.g., numbers 

of packet-in events from IVNs. In particular, the event-driven detection methodology is useful to 

detect attacks that trigger various table-miss events, e.g., port-scanning attacks and multiple 

simultaneous TCP connections. The methodology requires an IDS to receive events occurring in 

IVNs, including packet-in, flow removed, and link status changed messages. 

Figure 7 shows how the event-driven detection methodology can detect in-vehicle intrusion with 

packet-in messages. The solid arrow means the control flow within a node, e.g., an in-vehicle 

programmable switch, a switch controller, or an external IDS, whereas the dotted arrow means the 

data flow between two planes. Especially, the two dotted arrows between the data plane and the 

control pane represent a packet-in event and a packet-out event. 

The procedures tinted blue are the key part of the event-driven detection methodology. When a 

packet-in message is sent to the control plane, the control plane forwards it to the detection plane. As 

a result, the external IDS can recognize the event immediately. In the event-driven detection 

methodology, one of the two following policies can be considered. 

– "Allow all" policy: The switch controller in the control plane does not wait for a detection 

result. Instead, the switch controller sends a packet-out message containing the "forward" 

instruction to the data plane immediately. 

 The external IDS reports a new intrusion only when the external IDS identifies an attack. 

Then, the switch controller once again sends a packet-out message containing the "drop" 

instruction to the switch controller. This policy is helpful to reduce an initial latency of in-

vehicle communication. 

– "Deny all" policy: The switch controller does not immediately reply to all packet-in events 

from in-vehicle programmable switches. Instead, the switch controller waits for the detection 

result from an external IDS. 

 When the external IDS does not find an in-vehicle intrusion, the switch controller sends a 

packet-out message including a "forward" instruction to the vehicle. On the contrary, when 

the external IDS detects an intrusion, a packet-out message will contain the "drop" 

instruction. 

 "Deny all" is stricter and more secure policy compared to that of "allow all", in which every 

new packet needs to be examined by IDSs before being forwarded to an ECU. 
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Figure 7 – Event-driven detection method 

9.2.2 Data-driven detection 

The data-driven method allows flow-based intrusion detection based on statistics such as packet per 

second and bytes per second. It is useful for detecting an adversary who transmits a bulk of packets. 

Figure 8 shows how to implement the data-driven detection methodology. The solid arrow means the 

control flow whereas the dotted arrow means the data flow between two planes. The procedures tinted 

blue are the key parts of the data-driven detection methodology.  

To examine statistics of IVNs, the detection plane requests traffic statistics on every interval, 𝑡. The 

shorter query period allows the IDS to achieve high resolution of traffic information. Also, the IDS 
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can identify attacks more responsively. However, too short a period may cause excessive V2I 

communication traffic. Thus, a query interval needs to be considered carefully when the IPS is 

implemented. Note that a switch controller in the control plane assigns the "forward" instruction for 

a packet-out message regardless of the content of packet-in messages. This is because statistics can 

only be obtained by established communications. The detection plane returns detection results only 

when the external IDS detects an intrusion. 

 

Figure 8 – Data-driven detection method 

In the detection plane, the value 𝑡 is the statistics refresh interval 

9.2.3 Payload-based detection 

If necessary, the IPS can provide raw packet payloads to the detection plane for deep packet 

inspection. Payload-based detection is helpful in the diagnosis of the root cause of an unknown 

vulnerability. 
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In the detection plane, remote experts can watch all payloads in a suspicious flow by installing a flow 

entry with the instruction – a list of "forward to a designated port" and "forward to the controller". As 

a result, packets in the suspicious flow are delivered to its destination and the detection plane. 

9.3 Methodologies of intrusion prevention 

Intrusion can be prevented by changing the value of the field "instruction" of the flow entry. Figure 9 

shows three specific methods of intrusion prevention. 

 

Figure 9 – Example of applying three intrusion prevention methods 

9.3.1 Block identified flow 

Regardless of the type of attack, a simple response method for identified traffic is to block packets of 

a specific flow after intrusion detection, which modifies an instruction for identified flow entry as 

"drop" in the in-vehicle programmable switch. After modification of the instruction, the intrusive 

traffic cannot be transferred by IVNs of connected vehicles.  

9.3.2 Post-mortem analysis 

After blocking identified flows, in-vehicle programmable switches can keep track of trends of 

ongoing attacks because the traffic still matches flow entries, which increases corresponding counters. 

Through the data-driven detection method, external IDSs can monitor the flow table to see whether 

the attack is still happening or has stopped. 

Furthermore, an in-vehicle programmable switch can forward the identified traffic to the external 

switch controller and further external IDSs for a post-mortem analysis of the intrusion. The incident 

response team easily collects data regarding the identified attacks without any effect on the target 

connected vehicles. This allows them to perform deep packet inspections and network forensics and 

determine the root causes of attacks. They can then build and deploy some countermeasures within 

the IDS. 

9.3.3 Set a default flow 

If a security operation centre identifies that the same types of attack are happening consistently on 

many vehicles, a default flow for blocking them can be considered so to be installed as soon as a 

vehicle engine is started. Therefore, intrusive traffic will not affect IVNs in this method because in-
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vehicle programmable switches drop the traffic immediately. Installing a default flow can be useful 

until a vulnerable component in the vehicle is updated with the latest version of the security software. 

9.4 Secure implementation of an intrusion prevention system 

This clause establishes guidelines for the secure implementation of an IDPS for connected vehicles. 

9.4.1 Access control to the external components 

When operating the IPS, the external components have control of the configurations of in-vehicle 

programmable switches. Thus, attackers who want to compromise a connected vehicle can achieve 

their objectives by compromising external components instead of the connected vehicle. Therefore, 

external component must prevent arbitrary physical and remote access by unauthorized users. 

9.4.2 Secure V2X communication 

The data plane and the control plane are connected via the Internet. Hence, messages between in-

vehicle programmable switches and the switch controllers should be transmitted using a secure 

communication protocol, like transport layer security. Also, both planes should support authentication 

of the communications (discussed in clause 7.3.4) so that it is not modified accidently or intentionally 

during transmission. 

9.4.3 Personally identifiable information protection on external components 

The in-vehicle traffic information, other driving-related information or any incident reports should 

not be revealed to unauthorized parties in order to protect privacy of drivers. A database of the 

detection plane should record which data was viewed by whom and when, and to check the records 

for future audits. 

9.4.4 Requirements for an in-vehicle programmable switch 

An in-vehicle programmable switch cannot work as expected in some scenarios. To keep availability 

of connected vehicles and IVNs, an in-vehicle programmable switch should work as an ordinary 

switch in the following situations: 

– initializing in-vehicle components: starting the engine, rebooting after firmware updates; 

– unexpected disconnections from V2X communications: out of service in rural areas, jamming 

attack; 

– switch failure: out-of-order of an in-vehicle programmable switch, physical damage due to a 

traffic accident; 

– cyberattacks on the programmable switch: an in-vehicle programmable switch could be out 

of order caused by a flow table overflow attack, e.g., an attacker could spoof various flows 

by modifying source IP address, destination IP address, and port number and floods such 

traffic to the switch.  

Fail-safe operations must be considered and implemented properly. One of the following two options 

can be considered. 

1) An in-vehicle programmable switch may operate as a normal switch that learns the media 

access control (MAC) addresses of Ethernet-based ECUs. 

2) An in-vehicle programmable switch may refer to a pre-defined static MAC address table that 

does not allow a MAC address-learning feature. In this fail-safe operation, the connected 

vehicle provides a limited service until the fail-safe operations disengage. 
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Appendix I 

 

Use-case scenario  

(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.) 

Use-case 1: Telematics control unit is compromised 

See Figure I.1. It is assumed that the driver's smartphone and infotainment unit have been paired in 

advance. Under this assumption, the IDS detects that the telematics control unit (TCU) tried to 

compromise the message between the cloud and the IVN. After detection, the following procedure 

can be considered. 

Steps: 

1) The switching hub cuts off the connection between the TCU and cloud, and the TCU and the 

switching hub. 

2) The driver's smartphone and the infotainment unit request that communication be mediated 

between the cloud and the IVN instead of the TCU. 

3) The driver is requested to stop at the nearest car shop for repair. 

 

Figure I.1 – Procedure when a telematics control unit is compromised 

Use-case 2: Advanced driver assistance system unit is compromised 

See Figure I.2. The IDS detects that the ADAS unit has tried to send illegal messages to the IVN. 

After detection, the following procedure can be considered. 

Steps: 

1) The connection between the ADAS unit and the IVN is cut off or the ECU mode is changed 

to safety depending on the automotive safety integrity level. Such a disconnection can be 

performed by modification of a flow table in the switching hub. 

2) The driver is immediately requested to switch to manual driving. 

3) The driver is requested to stop at the nearest car shop for repair. 
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Figure I.2 – Procedure when an advanced driver assistance system unit is compromised 

Use-case 3: Accelerator engine management system is compromised 

See Figure I.3. The IDS detects that the engine management system (EMS) has tried to send illegal 

messages. After detection, the following procedure can be considered. 

Steps: 

1) The control plane requests the in-vehicle programmable switch to overwrite the illegal 

messages from the EMS with the error frame. 

2) The switching hub and the GW are requested to mediate communication between the cloud 

and the IVN. 

3) A message to the engine ECU to slowly reduce the speed is sent. 

4) The car is requested to stop on the shoulder of the road and road service is called to help the 

vehicle. 

 

Figure I.3 – Procedure when an engine management system is compromised 
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Use-case 4: Secure in-vehicle firmware upgrade procedure 

See Figure I.4. The central upgrade server, responsible for authorization, verifies that firmware for 

installation in a connected vehicle has the correct signature, is run by a legitimate user, and is the 

appropriate version of the software. The detection plane can monitor and control any flow required 

for the firmware upgrade. Consequently, the IPS can support legitimate in-vehicle firmware upgrades. 

The possible secure firmware upgrade steps follow. 

Steps: 

1) An authorized mechanic declares to the central upgrade server that a new firmware upgrade 

is about to start for a connected vehicle.  

2) The authorized mechanic starts the engine and initializes a firmware upgrade procedure. 

DoIP packets are injected through the OBD-II port. 

3) The data plane (i.e., in-vehicle programmable switch) informs the detection plane of the 

occurrence of new DoIP packets and asks how to handle the traffic. Meanwhile, the 

connected vehicle does not respond to wire or wireless diagnostic devices. 

4) The detection plane communicates with the central upgrade server and computes intrusion 

detection algorithms. 

5) The central upgrade server returns a message, "A firmware upgrade is scheduled at this time." 

6) The detection plane generates a new flow entry (i.e., forward DoIP packets) and sends it to 

the data plane. 

7) The DoIP packets are transmitted to the target ECU after the installation of the flow in an in-

vehicle programmable switch. A firmware upgrade will soon be in progress. 

If the central upgrade server does not recognize the upgrade plan or intrusion detection algorithms 

identify an intrusion, the detection plane generates another flow that contains the "drop DoIP packets" 

action. In this case, an in-vehicle ECU will not be affected by an attacker who spoofs the firmware 

upgrade procedure. 

 

Figure I.4 – Procedure for in-vehicle electronic control unit firmware upgrade 

Use-case 5: Incident response for connected vehicles 

See Figure I.5. Assume that a new malicious bot that triggers a new vulnerability on an infotainment 

device of connected vehicles becomes widespread. The vulnerability remains in connected vehicles 
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until drivers respond to the manufacturer's recall. The IPS can secure vulnerable connected vehicles 

against such situations by the following procedure. 

Steps: 

1) An attacker tries to compromise many connected vehicles with a zero-day exploit. 

2) Each in-vehicle programmable switch sends a packet-in message. The external IDS stores all 

packet-in events in the database. 

3) At this moment, an external IDS cannot detect the intrusion. The detection plane generates a 

new flow entry (i.e., forward the packet) and sends it to the data plane. 

4) At the external detection plane, an incident response team identifies there is a recurrence of 

harmful traffic patterns from numbers of connected vehicles. 

5) The incident response team devises a new rule or signature to filter traffic patterns. 

6) In the data plane, the attacker tries to compromise another connected vehicle by sending 

malformed in-vehicle traffic. 

7) An in-vehicle programmable switch in another vehicle sends a packet-in message to the 

external IDS. 

8) The external IDS can detect the zero-day exploit. The detection plane generates a new flow 

entry (i.e., drop the packet) and sends it to the data plane. Now each vehicle is secure. 

 

Figure I.5 – Procedure for incident response for connected vehicles 
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Appendix II 

 

Two intrusion detection systems for in-vehicle network security 

(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.) 

This appendix gives brief information about two IDSs that can be used to identify network-level threats 

in IVNs. [ITU-T X.1375] focuses on detecting intrusion and malicious activities in various types of 

IVN, such as CAN and FlexRay, that cannot be covered by general IDSs designed for the Internet. 

Thus, the guidelines can be applied to almost any vehicle. [ITU-T X.1375] provides guidelines for 

various detection methodologies and implementation of IDSs. The in-vehicle IDS has a simple structure 

and is thus relatively easy to implement. The in-vehicle IDS performs traffic collection, analysis, 

intrusion detection and saving the detection result on its own inside the vehicle. However, it does not 

consider intrusion prevention due to the characteristics of communication protocol specifications. 

Connected vehicles are highly encouraged to adapt the (automotive) Ethernet for IVN because of the 

network bandwidth required by high-definition applications. However, general IDSs may not be 

useful, even connected vehicles use the Ethernet and IP as primary protocols, due to the lack of 

consideration of vehicular-specific communications and environments. This Recommendation 

provides methodologies for IPSs on connected vehicles to detect intrusions in Ethernet-based IVNs 

and block and post-analysis intrusions. To prevent intrusions in connected vehicles, original 

equipment manufacturers need to follow appropriate IDS design and detection strategy. Thus, two 

types of IDS for vehicles are introduced in [ITU-T X.1375] and this Recommendation. 

Table II.1 compares two IDSs discussed in [ITU-T X.1375] and this Recommendation. A description 

of each field in Table II.1 follows. 

• Location of IDS: Location of the system evaluating intrusion detection within the IVN. 

• Data capture point: Point at which to collect data to be used as input to intrusion detection 

algorithms. 

• Input data type: The type of data that will be used as input to the intrusion detection algorithm. 

• Destination of intrusion detection results: Location at which the output of the intrusion 

detection algorithm is stored or utilized. 

• Supporting traffic aggregation over vehicles: Whether traffic from multiple vehicles can 

be utilized. 

• V2X communication required: Whether V2X communication is required for intrusion 

detection (and prevention). 

Table II.1 – Comparison of two types of IDSs discussed in [ITU-T X.1375] 

and this Recommendation 

 [ITU-T X.1375] This Recommendation 

Location of IDS Inside a vehicle Outside a vehicle 

Data capture point In-vehicle gateway, ECU In-vehicle programmable switches 

Input data type CAN messages 

Address resolution protocol, TCP, UDP, 

Internet control message protocol, 

AVTP, DoIP, etc. 

Destination of intrusion 

detection results 
Security operations centre 

Security operations centre and 

programmable switches 

Supporting traffic aggregation 

over vehicles 
No (single vehicle) Yes (multiple vehicles if necessary) 

V2X communication required No Yes 
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